Customised building
Well thought out, well made
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“We develop
wellness areas”
“Innovative products cannot be exclusively developed at a desk.
It is an absolute must, that there is a direct relation to real-life
applications.” This statement by Helmut Wedi, founder of wedi
GmbH, describes not only the character of our company in the
last few decades, it has become the philosophy, the mission
statement of the entire wedi team. Here we place great value
on implementing the advantages of a family-run company.
The result is fast decision-making, employees who are constantly
being trained, questioning our own performance and products
and remaining close to our clients and the marketplace. These
are the key components wedi lives by – every day without fail.
The challenge here is to retain the traditional values but to still
be innovative and authentic. Our areas of business are classified
under the following areas: building materials, design line and
customised building. Let’s take for example someone who has
a requirement for sustainable, designed or designable and
unpermeable tiling subconstructions. wedi offers them an extensive range of diverse building materials. Our range does not just
offer our clients numerous standard products, but also nearly
all imaginable options to create individual solutions in the form
of sophisticated customisations.
wedi customers appreciate our comprehensive and certified
standards for quality, profit from our delivery and reliability plus
the professional expertise and support from our sales and customer service employees. All these are manifest in the enhanced
cost benefits achieved with the wedi premium brand. To ensure
it stays that way, hundreds work on a daily basis both at home
and overseas developing products and services – yesterday, today
and tomorrow.

Stephan Wedi
Managing Director of wedi GmbH
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A concept with
strong foundations
From the idea to the final assembly

wedi’s customised full-service
An increasing demand for wellness systems and products means that the demands on innovation
and extravagant solutions are always on the increase. This begins with a simple shower and finishes
with unique special bathrooms in the most different design variants – demands on planners, architects
and system builders are constantly increasing. Here, wedi offers true support right from the initial
idea, from optimal planning to the sophisticated final product.
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Wellness-diversity
Partners from A to Z
Our promise: wedi will support you right from the start. When you
have placed your order, we generate tailored CAD drafts based
on your ideas and plans. We produce individual tailored products
made from impermeable extruded polystyrene hard foam material
for humid and wetrooms. We generate test assemblies and supply
you with all components, ready to install. Whether you are selecting
lighting concepts, choosing a potential heating system or sound
and shower technloogy, wedi will support you in all areas.

1.
2.
3.
4.

You’ve got the idea…
Have you got a vision or firm ideas for a wellness
product? Let’s get together!

… we plan together
We integrate all or any of the following into your basic
planning concepts: components, shower technologies,
drains and supply pipes.

… made-to-measure production
According to the offer, contract and approval, we produce
exactly to your requirements and guarantee that our products will fit. We do this by carrying out a trial assembly of
the complete wellness product in our factory.

… we deliver on time
We deliver all pre-fabricated components on time and
in their entirety, including detailed and easy step-bystep assembly instructions.
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Real advantages

Safety with wedi quality
The extruded polystyrene hard foam and specialist facings unite
a whole host of high specification properties in one single product.
Starting with moisture-protection to heat insulation and a high
level of functionality as a supporting material for tiles and other
coatings, wedi offers options you didn’t even know were possible!
In the hand of a specialist therefore, every one of the products
produced from a wedi building board is an extraordinary work of
art whose shapes and applications appear to know no borders.

A great range of thicknesses as well as the easy and flexible
processing, make the whole range of wedi building boards real
all-rounders. Whether it is being used as a supporting material on
a wall, to clad old sub-surfaces and pipes, as a subfloor system
on the floor, or to produce for example bathroom furniture, each
shape, however sophisticated it is, can be produced individually
and uniquely. Moreover, the unique surface structure not only
provides the ideal adhesive substrate for laying these tiles, but
also those of plaster and other materials.

Diversity of shape and technology
We can produce almost any shape and special requirement, however unusual without any adverse effect on quality. We install hot
water heating systems, electrical installations and showers using
all types of technology for you.
Glass elements and glass doors as well as their respective frames
are readily available in our range.
Also when choosing your lighting (LED or halogen) and sound
technology we will advise you from A to Z using our experienced
specialists from our international partner network.
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Where the vision
meets quality
We will accompany you through the world of contemporary wellness offerings. Experience for yourself how good a competent
partner such as wedi will make you feel during your project. The
wellness industry is booming now more than ever and in the
future, it will continue to produce new ideas and offerings. An
end is not in sight due to the daily stress and career requirements
which demand an equilization of these factors.
Therefore, the term wellness stands for the idea of constantly
offering this counterpart in diverse new forms, from steam baths
to classic saunas, sophisticated massage techniques and special
baths and forms of yoga, which are suited to the Western daily
needs. Whether we are talking about new buildings or the renovation of old ones, wedi provides a decisive component: Through
the impermeable form elements of entire wellness landscapes
(see also this example).

Bad Wörishofen THERMAL BATHS

Customised building
A good example of how it works with wedi
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The planning
It all started with the idea of an extravagant and highly modern wellness landscape in the Bad
Wörishofen THERMAL BATHS. Drawings of the complete building project as well as detail plans
for each individual product were soon ready, agreed upon and the order was approved. Of course,
not only had the necessary components been planned in the smallest detail, but all the optical and
technical requirements too.

The production
Now it was ready and time to produce the necessary shape elements. Building elements,
equipping components, accessories, assembly material etc. were produced step-by-step and
tested in our factory in a trial assembly to see that they fitted correctly and were complete.
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The assembly
After delivery, the well-prepared and therefore economically effective assembly could begin on site.
wedi employees were available at all times to advise and assist. Due to the short / or unecessary
drying times, tilling could begin immediately after assembly. The result: A unique wellness landscape
with generous and extensive relaxation oases of absolute top quality and a timeless design.
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Some references
Examples of design diversity

Hotels
Maritim Hotel Berlin
Hotel Sheraton Frankfurt
Hotel Alma Harbour Düsseldorf
Schlosshotel Burg Rheinfels St. Goar
Hotel Bella Tola Zermatt, CH
Hotel Mövenpick Prague, CZ
Schloss-Hotel Hertelendy Kutas, HU
Kempinski Hotel Budapest, HU
Hotel Ilma Limone / Gardasee, IT
Hotel Bozen Bozen / Tirol, IT
and many more

Baths & Wellness
Tropicana Stadthagen
Vita Park Stuttgart
Billebad Hamburg
Prinzregentenbad Munich
Aquadrom Bochum
THERMAL BATHS in Bad Wörishofen
and many more
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Beauty & Fitness
Injoy med Grimma
Futur Fitness Gummersbach
Kaiser Center Hanover
Holzhauer Beauty Parlour Essen
Fitnesscenter Lugano, CH
and many more

Medical branch
Paracelsusklinik Ostfildern
Sonnenfeld Private Clinic Bad Wiessee
Wonneberger practice Bonn
Kurmittelhaus Bad Frankenhausen
Colberg Clinics Bad Colberg
Duisburg Medical Center Duisburg
Clinic de Gland Gland, CH
and many more
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